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Abstract
As communication becomes more and more vital in defending a country’s
borders, better radios are needed. When the Swedish armed forces saw that
their existing radios took too much bandwidth in their net, they knew that
something had to be done.

The existing radio, called Ra 180 RAP, was modified so that it could send
X.25 messages into a network. This significantly reduced the use of
bandwidth, as a packet switched network only uses the bandwidth when
sending info.

This final thesis has been aimed to create a system that can test the X.25
function in the upgraded, so called CI-RAP, radio. This system will come
in handy both when upgrading and later when performing service on the
radios.
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List of abbreviations and terms
1. API: Application Programming Interface. A set of methods and

classes that a programmer can use when communicating with
hardware drivers etc.

2. Bit Stuffing: Used to distinguish a flag from the rest of the information in a
LAPB frame.

3. C#: A programming language which is maintained by Microsoft. It is
popular for being very structured and for being optimized in
matter or resource handling.

4. DCE: Data Circuit-terminating Equipment, e.g. a modem.

5. DLA/M2: Data Line Analyzer / M2. The M2 stands for 2 separate test
instruments, which means that you can perform two tests in two
different points at the same time.

6. DTE: Data Terminal Equipment, e.g. a computer.

7. EMW: Ericsson Microwave Systems. The contractor that built radio
180. EMW is now owned by SAAB and called SAAB
Microwave Systems.

8. Facility data: Certain predefined settings can be selected at a server by
including so called facility data in a connection packet.

9. FMV: Försvarets Materielverk. The department that buys equipment to
the Swedish national defence.

10. Java: A programming language which is maintained by Sun
Microsystems. It is popular for being very structured and for
being platform independent.

11. LAN: Local Area Network. A local network of computers.

12. LAPB: Link Access Procedure – Balanced. A link (level 2) protocol
used by X.25.

13. LAPD: Link Access Protocol – channel D. A link (level 2) protocol used
by ISDN (Integrated services network).

14. Linux: An operating system that is free to the consumer.

15. LvMÅDS: Luftvärnets MÅlDatakommunikation. Information sent between
aeroplane trackers (radars) and air defence cannons.



16. NUA: Network User Address. It is like a telephone number that
identifies a device in the network, Can at a maximum have 14
digits.

17. PSE: Packet Switch Exchange. A device that routes packets in a net.

18. RAM: Random Access Memory. A memory where every memory cell
can be accessed directly instead of reached by sequential
searching.

19. Singleton: A design pattern in software development that is used when
exactly one object is used to coordinate actions across an
application.

20. TS9000: Tele system 9000. The telecommunication system used by the
Swedish defence. It can be described as a huge X.25 net.

21. Two’s complement: Defined as the value obtained by subtracting the number from a
large power of two.

22. Windows: This is the most common operating system in personal computers
today. Uses drag and drop interfaces.

23. WinSock: An API that specifies how software should access network
services.

24. X 121: The X.25 address format that contains at a maximum 14 digits
that can be seen as a telephone number.

25. X.25 A protocol used to send packets over a network.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

As communication in the military becomes more and more vital, the
standard Swedish military radio, Ra 180 RAP, recently received an
upgraded data communications module, called CI-RAP. With this module
the radio can send data messages into a X.25 net digitally instead of
sending analogously which takes a whole line in the net.

There exists one single way of testing the modules but that way is far too
expensive and would require hardware that is very hard to get hands on. As
a result, workers at SAAB Communication in Växjö, together with FMV,
decided that they needed an efficient alternative to test the module and the
resulting communication.

To test the radio communication and the CI-RAP module, there was a need
for a program, with corresponding GUI, running on a PC that can send
messages via the X.25 protocol through two radios with CI-RAP modules,
together with another computer that showed and analyzed the returned
message via a GUI.

1.2 Objectives/purpose

The objectives of this master thesis can be summarized as follows:

Conduct research on how to tackle the problem outlined above.

Find out what kind of PC X.25 card is the most suitable in the above
context.

Design and implement two programs, one that can send messages
and one that can receive messages.

Test the programs and the driver/system configuration thoroughly.

1.3 Methodology

The first thing to do was to get a good picture of what had to be done. The
customer, Alfons Eriksson, stated a very accurate requirement specification
and figured out what platform should be used.

Then I started the feasibility study on both the X.25 protocol and different
X.25 cards. After this study I chose a card that fully satisfied the
requirements.
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Based on the resulting card’s different API’s, a programming language was
chosen. The send and receive programs were constructed according to the
requirements and then tested both with a test plan/system test specification
and with other instruments to see if they could be used with other devices.

1.4 Limitations

I will only use and explain the modulo 8 packets below because no modulo
128 packets are needed.

Although the programs probably can run on Linux, this will not be tested
due to lack of computers with this platform at SAAB Communication.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This thesis is divided into three parts as follows.

1.5.1 Part 1: Background

The first part of the thesis is presented in chapters 2, 3 and 4. They contain
background information about different aspects of the project. In this part
there is also a schedule and requirements specification that is supposed to
show what demands the program should meet.

1.5.2 Part 2: Research

The second part, chapters 5 and 6, contains a description of the essential
aspects of the thesis related to the X.25 protocol. It also contains a
comparison between different X.25 cards and their features.

1.5.3 Part 3: Design and evaluation

The third part of the thesis is presented in chapters 7 and 8. Chapter 7
describes the different design considerations and decisions that were taken,
and how certain problems were solved. Chapter 8 describes how the final
product was tested and also contains a discussion about the thesis as a
whole and some thoughts about future work.
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2 Background
This chapter contains general background information about the CI-RAP
project. It also contains general background information about the most
vital components in the system.

2.1 The introduction of CI-RAP into LvMÅDS

CI-RAP stands for Codec in Radio Access Point (Codec I
RadioAnslutningsPunkt) and is a module in a radio used by the Swedish
armed forces. The system is used to send data about aircrafts and other
flying objects to an air defence system. The system before the introduction
of CI-RAP is explained in Figure 1.

Figure 1 The old communication system [6], [22].

As we can see in the picture the radios connected to TS9000 are sending
and receiving coded (explained below) data with 16 Kbit/s. This is
excessively bandwidth consuming and, therefore, another system has
evolved. The evolved system can be seen in Figure 2. As we can see, the
radio with CI-RAP only sends with a bit rate of 1200 bit/s (note that 1200
can be sent but the specification of LvMÅDS says 900 bit/s) into the
system. This means that the radio can use packet switching instead of
circuit switching technology (which significantly reduces the use of
bandwidth).
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Figure 2 The new communication system [6], [22].

To test the system explained above there must be a connection to the
TS 9000. Due to the fact that this connection is expensive, SAAB has
decided to make a simulation with computer programs and not too
expensive hardware. These programs are the ones that this project and
thesis deal with.

The important aspect with the above mentioned coded data is that they
must be coded when sending into the air. In the RAP the data sent in the air
are sent directly through the net. However, in the 16 Kbit/s data there is
only 1200 bit/s actual data. The other ca 15 Kbit/s data are there to make
sure that all data will arrive at the receiver. With the new CI-RAP only the
1200 bit/s plus header and control info will be sent into the net.

2.2 The Radio

The CI-RAP Radio is the third development of “Radio 180”. The Radio
180 prototype was tested by the Swedish armed forces in 1985. The main
aspect distinguishing Radio 180 from other conventional radios was that it
implemented frequency hopping (jumping between different frequencies
when sending and receiving), making it less vulnerable to enemy radio
jamming [6], [28].

After the prototype test, FMV decided to order a series of radios from the
contractor, EMW. The radios were used by both infantry and mechanized
infantry units. In other words, there were both portable radios and radios
suited to use in vehicles (Radio 180 mobil).

As time went by, the military wanted functionality allowing the radio to
connect to a Tele System. To enable this, EMW upgraded the radio to a so
called radio 180 RAP. The RAP could now be configured with an id so that
terminals could send from it at distance (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3 RAP Radios connected to a Tele System net (Concept taken
from [20]).

As already explained in Figure 1, the RAP occupies an entire line in the TS.
To avoid this, EMW upgraded the RAP to a CI-RAP. This upgrade enabled
the radio to send X.25 packets. CI in the CI-RAP function can, in other
words, be described as a small part of the radio modem, seen in Figure 1.
This can also be observed in Figure 2 [20].

It should be noted that the CI-RAP is not in use in the Swedish armed
forces at this writing [6]. There is, therefore, a possibility that the test
equipment will be used even in production to test upgraded RAPs.

2.3 The virtual circuit

The X.25 net in TS9000 works with so called virtual circuits or a
connection oriented model (I will call it virtual circuit). It is a bidirectional
path defined by a Call Request (not PVCs) from one of two communicating
DTEs. Alternatively, there can be a number of PSEs and DCEs between the
two DTEs. In Figure 4 we can see how a virtual circuit operates between
two LANs. The reason why X.25 works in this way is that the virtual
circuit tends to be more reliable due to a good error detection. Using many
virtual circuits on existing physical circuits also maximizes traffic per
copper wire meter [5], [16], [23].
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Figure 4 Description of a virtual circuit. [12]

There are two types of virtual circuits [5], [21]:

SVC: The Switched Virtual Circuit is a short-term connection
used to send relatively small sporadic amounts of data. For
a circuit to be classified as a SVC its two DTEs must
establish a network, send data and terminate the session
each time they have to communicate.

PVC: The Permanent Virtual Circuit has a session that is always
active. It is used when data transfers are frequent.

2.4 EuroCom, two-wire

The EuroCom, two-wire or EuroCom k is an interface that is very hard to
find any documentation about, probably because it only consists of two
wires and used only by the military.

The two wires operate in a full duplex mode and are specified to be able to
transfer data with a maximum speed of 16 Kbit/s each. The full duplex
makes EuroCom ideal to be used together with X.25 as this demands that
both devices can send at the same time, i.e. no master/slave relationship
exists.

Communication with the EuroCom k interface is described by a standard,
called EuroCom D/1 [8].
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2.5 ECB2

The ECB2 is a converter from rs232 to EuroCom 2 wire or 4 wire. The
device was developed by Ericsson Microwave Systems in Gothenburg. It
was mainly designed to enable monitoring of traffic between TS9000 and
RAP radios.

The different parts in the device are taken from a RAP-radio since this has
much of the required functionality. Note that though much hardware is
used, the ECB2’s only externally seen functionality is clock generation
(9600 bit/s).

Even though the main purpose is monitoring it also has the ability to
simulate the TS9000 net. In this case both connected devices will listen to
the ECB2 generated clock [1] instead of the TS9000 generated clock.

2.6 RS-232

The RS-232 interface was born in the early 1960s. It is a reliable interface
that is used even on modern computers. The cable on which RS-232 runs is
attached between either two DTEs or one DTE and one DCE as shown in
Figure 5

Figure 5 The use of a RS-232 cable. [3]

The RS-232 interface can have either 25 pins or 9 pins. The different
function of the pins can be seen in Appendix B

2.7 Checksum calculation

The checksum calculation is essential as it helps us to keep track of
corrupted data messages. A checksum can be calculated in many different
ways but I have chosen the one that was recommended by CCITT. The
CCITT checksum (Frame Check Sequence) is calculated in the following
way [4]:
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A code vector (message, user data or information) can be described as a
polynomial. For example 1000000100001 can be represented by the
polynomial P(x) = x12 + x5 + 1. The elements of an n-element code word
are thus the coefficients of a polynomial of order n – 1.

The CCITT Checksum should be a 16-bit sequence. It should be the one’s
complement of the sum (modulo 2) of:

The remainder of xk(x15 x14 x13 x12 x11 x10 x9 x8 + x7

x6 x5 x4 x3 x2 x 1) divided (modulo 2) by the generator
polynomial x16 x12 x5 1, where k is the number of bits that the
checksum should be calculated upon.

and

The remainder of the division (modulo 2) by the generator
polynomial x16 + x12 + x5 + 1 and the product of x16 and the bits on
which the checksum should be calculated upon.

As a typical implementation, at the transmitter, the initial content of the
register of the device computing the remainder of the division is preset to
all 1s and is then modified by division by the generator polynomial on the
data that should be secured. The ones complement of the resulting
remainder is transmitted as the 16-bit checksum.

At the receiver, the initial content of the register of the device computing
the remainder is preset to all 1s. The final remainder, after multiplication by
x16 and then division (modulo 2) by the generator polynomial x16 + x12 + x5

+ 1 of the serial incoming protected bits and the checksum, will be
0001110100001111 (x15 through x0, respectively) in the absence of
transmission errors.

2.8 Big Endian versus Small Endian

The Intel processor differs from many other processors in different ways.
One of the differences is that it uses the Small Endian system. This means
that a 32 bit (and of course 16 bit) data sequence is stored with the least
significant byte first (LSB).

The opposite of the little Endian system is the Big Endian system. This
system is used on processors from Sun Microsystems Inc, IBM, Motorola
and several other manufactures. The difference can be seen in Figure 6 [2].
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Figure 6 Difference between Big and Little Endian. (Note that there is
no difference in 32-bit width) [2].

2.8.1 Bit Swap

Another issue that has to be taken into account is that some systems do not
see the rightmost bit in the byte as the least significant bit (lsb). This means
that if one device is communicating with another device that sees the
rightmost bit as the most significant bit (msb), one of them will have to
swap its bytes.

This procedure is very easy, and an example can be seen in Figure 7. This
is very often used when different systems have to communicate or interact
in other forms and they use different Endian representation.

Figure 7 Bit swap (Concept taken from [2]).
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3 Realization
The project will be realised in the autumn/winter and the milestones can be
seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Milestones for the master thesis [24]

After the implementation phase is accomplished the test phase will begin.
In this phase the construction of a test plan/system, test specification,
system testing and acceptance testing will take place. The test plan and
system test specification must be accepted before any system test can take
place. The test plan will only contain test cases for system testing and
acceptance testing (because the module tests are done in the
implementation phase).
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4 Requirements specification
The customer has stated a strict requirements specification, as follows:

4.1 Communication

CO001: To create a sender program that can send X.25 packet data.

CO002: To create a receiver program that can receive X.25 packet data

CO003: To provide a counter in the sender program that keeps track of
sent packets.

CO004: To provide a counter in the receiver program that keeps track of
received packets.

CO005: To separate corrupt messages from correct ones. This must be
done with checksum calculation.

CO006: The sender program should be able to send 1 to 150 byte of user
data in data packets.

CO007: A starting message should always be sent before the data
messages. This start message must activate the transmitter in the
radio. The starting message can go all the way but should not be
presented.

CO008: To attach the checksum in the data messages at the end of the
user data field. This checksum should be 2 bytes.

4.2 GUI

GU001: To present the received X.25 data in a satisfactory way.

GU002: To show checksum together with received data messages.

GU003: The operator should be able to stop the message sequence.

GU004: The receiver program should be able to ask the operator for
destination address, the cards own address, facility data, and
user data.

GU005: The sender program should, be able to ask the operator for
destination address, the cards own address, facility data, and
user data.

GU006: The operator should be able to choose the time between the
received receipt (a RR frame) and the next sent package.
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GU007: The operator should be able to choose how many times the
message sequence will be sent.

4.3 Network/Link

NELI001: To ensure that the link protocol LAPB always starts on
program start up.

NELI002: To show that the link protocol is active.

NELI003: To show that the network protocol is active.

NELI004: The programs should automatically attempt to reconnect a
broken network.

The different prefixes stand for the respective part of the system. CO stands
for COmmunication, GU stands for GUI and NELI stands for
NEtwork/LInk. The reason for dividing the requirements in this way is to
get a good structure in the system test specification. For further details on
the system test specification, see [25].

This System test specification will stand as a firm ground when the
acceptance test is being done with the customer.
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5 The X.25 protocol
This chapter introduces the reader to the X.25 protocol.

5.1 Background

The X.25 protocol is defined and maintained by the ITU-T (International
Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication standardization sector) and
was introduced to the public in the 1970s (in those days the name of ITU-T
was CCITT). Note that there was no optical fibre in those days, so all
communication had to be done over the noisy analogue copper lines which
were highly unreliable. This forced the X.25 standard to give priority to
reliability, thus letting the speed suffer [5],[18].

The main motive for the X.25 development was that the public and industry
needed WAN connectivity (Wide Area Network). This was done via the
already built telephone lines to minimize the amount of copper wire
needed. The most frequent users in those days were the ATM (Automatic
Teller Machine) and credit card companies.[18]

5.2 Layer structure

 The X.25 protocol has three layers. I will describe them all but the focus
will, for obvious reasons, be on the second and the third layer.

5.2.1  Layer 1: Physical layer

The physical layer describes certain electrical and mechanical limitations
on the data communication. It is the lowest layer, and the chosen standard
will affect the speed of the communication and the configuration/layout of
the contact. The layer supports many standards that are commonly used.
Some of these are V.24 ( a subset of RS232), V.35, RS-232, EuroCom and
X.21bis [21].

5.2.2  Layer 2: HDLC (High level Data Link Control)

Actually the X.25 protocol uses a subset of HDLC, which is called LAPB
(Link Access Procedure, Balanced). The keyword “balanced” means that
no master/slave relationship exists. As a direct effect of this, both ends of
the circuit can send and receive at the same time [13].

The second layer’s main tasks are to ensure that all the sent frames are error
free and that they arrive at the receiver in the correct order. It is vital to see
the difference between frames and packets, as packets are handled in the
third layer and then pushed down to the second layer which appends
control information. After the appending is done, packets plus control info
are called frames [21].
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Figure 9 Frame structure. [13]

The different fields have the characteristics listed below [4], [13]:

Flag: The flag field always has the value 0x7E. To ensure that
0x7E never occurs in the other fields, a widely used
technique called bit stuffing is used.

Address field: This field has no direct functionality because the address
information is stored in the packet instead.

Control field: The control field’s function is to show what type of frame
is being sent. It also contains sequence numbering (what
frame in the sequence it is), some control features and some
error tracking. All this depends on what type of frame it is.

Data/information field: This is where the layer three packet information is
stored. In other words, all the other fields are the
LAPB attached control information.

Frame Check Sequence: This is where the checksum calculation is stored.
The Checksum helps the LAPB to ensure that the
transmitted info is not corrupt. Note that this will
lead to a double checksum in my frames as both
my X.25 packet user data and the frame will have
checksum.

The different frames can be grouped together. There are three groups of
frames:

5.2.2.1 I-frames

These are the information frames which carry information about
sequencing, flow control and error detection. In other words, they are used
to transport packages from the third layer. The variable field seen in Figure
9 will then contain the X.25 packet. [9], [14]

5.2.2.2 S-frames

These are the supervisory frames which carry control and status
information. There are three different frames that are S-frames.

RR Receive Ready. This frame indicates that an I-frame has been
received by the receiver and that the receiver will accept more I-
frames.
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RNR Receive Not Ready. This frame indicates that an I-frame has
been received by the receiver, but that the receiver will not accept any
more I-frames (mostly only a temporary state if, for example, a buffer
is full).

REJ Reject. Demands that the sender resends all packets from a
requested package number [9], [14].

5.2.2.3 U-frames

The functions of these frames are to establish and terminate a link setup. In
some cases they also carry vital error reporting. There are five different
frames that are U-frames.

SABM Set Asynchronous Balanced Mode. This is the link start-up
command.

UA Unnumbered Acknowledgement. The receiver of the SABM
command says OK!

DISC Disconnect. This is the link disconnect command that destroys
the link.

DM Disconnect Mode. The receiver of the DISC command affirms
that the link is in a disconnected state.

FRMR Frame Reject. This is sent when the receiver sees that the
wrong frame has been sent. The wrong frame will probably be the I-
frame in 99 % of the cases. This will happen when the sender and
receiver are out of sync. [9], [14]

5.2.3  Layer 3: PLP (Packet Layer Protocol)

The PLP is the protocol that manages packet exchanges between all the
communicating DTEs. Note that the PLP can be used via other link layers
than LAPB. If for instance a LAPB connected DTE wants to send packets
to a LAPD connected DTE this will not cause any problems [5].

The PLP has a feature called multiplexing. This means that a single DTE
can establish up to 4 095 simultaneous virtual circuits with other DTEs.
Note that a virtual circuit could beside terminals also consist of applications
or processes. This feature is probably one of the most important services of
X.25 as it can be performed over a single physical DTE - DCE link [21].

As the DTE – DCE link has full duplex, the packets in the PLP can go in
either direction at any time. This is an especially important step towards
increasing speed but still have a good error detection [21].
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The PLP can operate in a number of different modes. Each mode has a
unique specific task. The modes are [5]:

Call setup:  This mode is used to establish a SVC between 2 DTEs.
Here the X.121 addressing scheme is used to point out the
two DTE addresses. This mode is only entered when
dealing with SVCs.

Data transfer: This mode is entered when one DTE wants to send data
packets to another DTE or control information to a DCE
(Q-bit set) [11].

Idle: The idle mode becomes active when the virtual circuit is
established but no data or control information are being
sent. This mode is only entered when dealing with SVCs.

Call clearing: The call clearing mode is entered when one of two DTEs
wants to terminate the connection. This mode is only
entered when dealing with SVCs.

Restarting: This mode is used to synchronize the data or control
transmission between a DTE and its local DCE.

In the Data transfer mode there are two important issues to be considered:
what the maximum packet size should be and what the maximum window
size should be. The maximum packet size means that if the programmer
attempts to send 150 bytes but the maximum packet size is set to 128, the
sending device will attempt to send two packets. The maximum window
size decides how many packets can be included in the virtual circuit at the
same time [9].

5.3 Different packet types

There are a very wide range of different packet types, and the use
frequency differs enormously. In this part of the chapter I will explain the
most used ones. To demonstrate the structure I will here describe the data
packet, referring the rest to appendix A.

The first of the three packets explained is the data packet. There are two
types of data packet structures. Which one to use is depending on how
many packets there are in the virtual circuit at the same time. If no more
than eight packets are needed, the structure looks like in Figure 10.
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Figure 10 Packet structure for modulo 8. [17]

If more than 8 and less than 127 packets are needed, the structure is
presented in Figure 11 (I will only describe the modulo 8 packets because
no modulo 128 packets are used in the application):

Figure 11 Packet structure for modulo 128. [17]

The first one is now used mostly in small slow systems where speed is not
in focus. This structure was the most widely spread one in the 70s, but
when the big systems emerged and data had to be sent over wide distances
the second quickly became common. The different fields in Figure 10 mean
[17], [23]:

GFI: The General Format Identifier indicates the layout of the
packet header.

Q bit: The Qualified data bit shows if the data are intended for a
DTE or for a DCE.

D bit: The Delivery confirmation bit decides whether a
confirmation should be done locally or remotely.

S bits: The Sequence scheme bits show if the package should be
interpreted as modulo 8 or modulo 128.
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LGN: The Logical Channel Group Number shows the selected
logical group. These are the first four bits that identify the
desired virtual circuit.

LCN: The Logical Channel Number selects the actual logical
channel in the selected logical group. These are the last
eight bits that identify the desired virtual circuit. The
logical channel zero is reserved for diagnostic packets and
is thus not available to the user.

Pkt. Type: This field shows which type of packet is being sent. Note
that this byte will not be the same for all data packets as the
bits explained below will change.

P(R): The Packet receive sequence number field appears in data
and control packets. If the packet is a call setup, clearing or
registration, the field will be the called DTE’s address. If
the packet is a data packet the bits will be used for modulus
acknowledgement.

P(S): Packet send sequence number bits appear in data packets or
will be the calling DTE’s address field in call setup,
clearing, and registration packets. If the packet is a data
packet the bits will be used as a unique sequence number.

M: The More data bit appears only in data packets. If it is set to
1 all the data packets user data should be treated as a
whole.

0: This bit is just a control bit.

This concludes the description of the structure of the X.25 packets. As the
Data , Call Request and Call Accept packages are the most used ones in my
project the last two ones will be explained to the reader in Appendix A.
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6 The X.25 card
In this chapter I will describe the functionality desired and the functionality
found in the resulting card.

6.1 Desired functionality

6.1.1 Hardware

As the resulting program is a test program for CI-RAPs, the operator likely
wants to run the tests in many different locations. This implies that mobility
is a factor with a big weight. Even though it is not specified in the
Requirements specification the customer has certain wishes about mobility.

As most laptops only have one PCMCIA card slot the best way of ensuring
mobility is probably to use two USB adapters. Using USB instead of
PCMCIA also enables the card to be used from a stationary computer.

Another desired functionality is that the link protocol should be handled
entirely by the card itself or with as little work from the operator and
programmer as possible.

6.1.2 Software

From a software programming view the card should have easily installed
drivers and a good API. So what does a good API mean? It means that a
programmer should somehow be able to:

Start a link.

Stop a link.

Establish a network.

Shutdown a network.

Send packets.

Receive packets

See if the network protocol is up and running.

See if the link protocol is up and running.

A pretty obvious demand is that the programmer must be able to
bind a NUA to a specific card, and that it also can specify the NUA
in the Call request packet as the NUA needs to end with 96 to get a
Call accept back from the radio.
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As the CI-RAP needs a couple of unique bytes in the facility field in
the call request packet, the programmer needs to be able to alter this
field in whatever way he likes. These bytes are needed because in
real life TS 9000 adds them. If the facility field is not altered in the
right way the CI-RAP will not accept the Call request.

To verify and test the program a line monitor provided with the X.25 card
is desired. This is not a mandatory requirement as one can also use a
DLA/M2.

6.2 The different models

I have found three different suppliers of X.25 cards:

6.2.1 Farsite

The English company Farsite has a wide range of X.25 cards. They have
PCI, PCMCIA and USB cards. Together with each card they are also
shipping a link monitor, an API for Java and a socket API that can be used
by all programming languages making use of sockets [10].

6.2.2 Eicon

Even Eicon has X.25 cards but lacks the USB type. Eicon also has the
above explained APIs for its cards [15].

6.2.3 Sangoma

The Sangoma company has only three different PCI cards with different
number of ports. This type of card appears to have a similar API and link
monitor as the Farsite cards [19].

6.2.4 Overall

There are very few competitors on the X.25 card market and their APIs are
probably much the same. I thought that I would be able to compare the
different cards through statistics on the internet, but I have found absolutely
nothing even touching a comparison. To test all the cards myself, would,
obviously, be too expensive.

The reason why there are just a few competitors is probably that X.25 is not
used that much nowadays, because TCP/IP has taken over as the leading
packet transportation protocol.

6.3 Result

The selected cards were the two USB adapters from Farsite. They were
chosen because of the mentioned desire of mobility and line monitor.
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Another reason was that another division of SAAB uses Farsite so there
exists a certain experience within the company.

6.3.1 The selected cards shortcomings

When the USB flex cards arrived an unpredicted problem turned up: two
USB cards could not function on the same computer. This meant that the
customer and the programmer had to change the Requirements
specification to contain specifications of two programs instead of one.

The reason why this problem was not predicted was that the programmer
examined the Java API before he received the cards and believed that the
API was strongly connected to the Farsite cards. The API supported two
cards on the same computer, and it is therefore hard to predict any
deviations from that.

6.3.2 The APIs:

The Farsite USB adapter has four different APIs. These are:

WinSock2 (socket) This API is used by programming languages like
ANSI C, C++, C#, Delphi and all those that can use
Windows sockets. The use of this API tends to be very
similar to using a socket API for TCP/IP.

NCB This API is used by programming languages like ANSI C,
C++, Delphi and all those that can call C functions. This
API is very complex but also very powerful.

Asynchronous The Asynchronous X.25 API is suitable for applications
treating the X.25 data as a character stream. It can be used
from any programming language capable of handling a
serial communications device. The interface is very similar
to using an asynchronous communications port with a
modem.

Java None of the standard Farsite X.25 APIs supports Java, so it
is necessary to use the third party, Ascert X.25 Library, for
Java. This provides a common API for Java applications to
control and communicate with remote applications or
devices over X.25 connections. Note that this API is not
specific to Farsite X.25 cards.
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7 Design and implementation
In this chapter the overall system design will be explained.

7.1 Environments

7.1.1 Operating system and programming language

The current operating system on which the resulting programs will be
tested is Windows. As the application is a java application and the USB
cards also have drivers for Linux, this platform could probably, with some
testing, also be used (note that the external link control program wouldn’t
work on Linux so this needs a replacement too). The java programming
language was chosen because the Farsite USB adapters had a very good
java API. Another aspect that contributed to this choice was that the
programmer was most experienced with java.

The reason why Windows was chosen as the testing platform is because
SAAB wanted this. The windows platform also appears to be more
anchored in the SAAB work organisation than the Linux platform.

Eclipse would not create an executable exe file of the kind desired by the
customer. To solve this problem a program called Exej was used. This
produces an exe program that just requires the java runtime and the eclipse
generated class files that represent the compiled source code.

7.1.2 Integrated development environment

The most efficient and cheapest way to develop java applications today is
to use the Eclipse Platform. This free utility was chosen because it has good
functionality for code editing and debugging. The programmer has also
successfully used Eclipse in other projects and has never come up against
any problems.

7.2 System overview

The system as a whole consists of two computers with two USB X.25
cards, each one attached to a Radio 180 CI-RAP through an ECB2. The
resulting system overview can be seen in Figure 12.
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Figure 12 System overview [7].

The upper and the lower components form a switched virtual circuit each.
This special behaviour (otherwise only one svc across the entire system) is
due to the fact that the Radio 180 CI-RAP is unable to address another
radio. As known, a radio broadcasts as much as it can, and then whoever
wants to listen can listen.

7.3 Communication considering the Radio 180 CI-RAP

The previously mentioned virtual circuit had to be designed as a switched
VC, because the CI-RAP only will be activated if the called address ends
with 96 in the call request packet in the call setup mode. If the numbers are
not provided the radio will not enter the data transfer mode and thus will
return a call reject packet instead of a desired call accept packet [7].

It had been stated from the customer that the CI-RAP needed the message
00 00 71 8F F0 31 01 in the call request packet’s facility field. However, it
was found out that it was not required. As the message did not hurt the
communication it was decided that the operator should have the possibility
to add it.

The communication between the two radios is simulated with an artificial
load simulating a distance of about 4 000 meters. This value was calculated
from the “wave transmitting in free space” formula:

80)60log(20)4log(204.32

Where 4 is the distance in km, 60 the frequency in MHz (60 for a CI-RAP)
and 80 the attenuation in db. The formula can be found in [29].
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7.4 General User Interface

The GUI has been designed together with SAAB employees and consists of
different screens: The Prompt screen, the Radio Info screen, the Main
screen, the Sent screen and the Result screen. Screenshots of these screens
can be seen in Appendix C.

7.4.1 The Prompt screen

The Prompt screen is the first screen that the operator sees. This screen is
needed because the first sent packet is the call request packet. This, as
explained before, is needed to establish a network between two devices.

To successfully get a call accept from the CI-RAP, both the facility field
and the called address field in the call request packet have to look in a
specific way. Therefore, the operator must be able to set these fields in the
prompt screen.

As both the sender and the receiver side need to make a call to their own
radio, the prompt screen is needed on both sides. The information typed in
the prompt screen is then checked for errors and stored in a prompt object
in a singleton class for later use.

As the speed of sending might be increased in the future, the customer
wanted to be able to choose if the program would print the log to the
received screen or not (note that the program still will log to the hard
drive). As long as the CI-RAPs are sending with 900 bit/s to each other, the
program will be able to print the log to both screen and file.

7.4.2 The Radio Info screen

The only purpose of this screen is to give the operator information on the
way in which the radio must be configured. If the radio is not configured as
stated in this screen, no guaranties can be made about how the system will
behave.

7.4.3 The Main screen

In the Main screen on the sender side the operator first presses “connect”.
When connect is pressed the program will attempt to establish a network
together with the transmitter radio. This is done with the information typed
in on the Prompt screen.

In this screen the operator will be able to set the user data of the data
packets that are meant to be sent when the send button is pressed. To be
able to send the packets many times, the operator must be able to state how
many times each message should be sent and how many times the entire
sequence should be sent.
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The customer also wanted a time field attached to each message. In this
time field the operator should be able to state how much time there should
be between a receipt (RR Frame) from the transmitting radio concerning
the previously sent message, until the next message should be sent.

The information chosen and typed in the Main screen will be checked for
errors and stored in a row vector in the same singleton class as the prompt
object.

If the operator wants to interrupt the sending sequence he has two options
to choose from. The first is to press the disconnect button. When this button
is pressed the network and link will go down. Then the operator can press
connect, which destroys the sent messages screen and reconnects the
network. Then another sending sequence can begin. The second option is to
press the stop button. When this is done the sending will stop and the
operator can choose between continue sending or disconnect.

Under the development period the customer stated a wish to be able to save
and load the different field values in the Main screen. The functionality was
added as it did not seem to be much trouble implementing and testing it.

7.4.4 The Sent screen

The sent messages screen is divided into two parts. At the top there is the
sent messages screen header, showing counters of sent messages and restart
attempts. In the header we also have the link and network indicators that
show if they are functional.

In the lower part of the screen we have the time the message was sent, the
message user data in hex, if a receipt was acquired and, at last, the message
number. This info will be printed to the screen with an upper limit of 100
messages. When this limit has been reached the printing will start all over
from the top.

Note that the main screen will not close when the sent screen is initiated.
This is because the operator should be able to press the disconnect or stop
button.

7.4.5 The Received screen

The received messages screen is divided into two parts. At the top there is
the sent messages screen header. This part shows counters of received
messages, restart attempts, incorrect messages and correct messages. In an
ideal environment the sent messages screens counter and the correct
messages counter will always be the same. In the header we also have the
link and network indicators that show if they are functional.

In the lower part of the screen we have the time the message was received,
the message user data in hex, if checksum was ok and the message number.
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This info will be printed to the screen with an upper limit of 100 messages.
When this limit has been reached the printing will start all over from the
top.

The received screen has a “clear the buffer” button that clears the buffer
and creates a new file in which the program will write.

7.5 Communication with respect to the X.25 card

There are a lot of things that have to be configured in the cards driver. Most
necessary and also the one hardest to find was that the card has to send a
DISC frame to the radio before sending a SABM frame. If this frame is not
sent, the radio will not respond to sent Restart Request frames, and thus the
network will not go up.

Another aspect that is somewhat tricky to understand is that the card has to
be configured as a DCE. This is because the radio is “acting” as a DTE in
its original configuration. In Figure 13 we can see that the radio must be a
DTE because the TS 9000 acts like a DCE. The testing system that is being
built then has to emulate the TS 9000 and hence this becomes a DCE.

Figure 13 Why the computer becomes a DCE. (Concept taken from [7])

Another important issue is that the card must collect an external clock from
the ECB2. This is to ensure that both the radio and the card operate with the
same clock.

As the X.25 card driver and utility was somewhat hard to configure (there
is much more to configure than described here), we decided that an
installation manual would come in handy. The installation manual was
made with mostly screenshots to explain all the steps to be performed to
attain a correct installation.

7.6 Design alternatives and considerations

Here I describe different emerging problems and how they have made an
impact on the system design.
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7.6.1 The receipt issue

In the Requirements specification the customer stated that the operator
should be able to adjust the time between a receipt and the next sent
message. As the programmer working with the java API does not have the
opportunity to get a hold of these receipts this had to be fixed in another
way.

As mentioned before, the maximum window size will decide how many
packets can be included in the circuit at the same time. The solution was to
set this value to one. This works because the packet send method in the java
API then waits until the receipt has been received.

7.6.2 The 150 byte issue

In the Requirements specification the customer stated that the operator
should be able to send messages that were up to 150 bytes large. Despite
the fact that the LvMÅDS specification includes 144 bytes the CI-RAP was
not created to handle more than 128 bytes. This can, however, be changed
in the future, and the program must therefore be able to send more than 144
bytes to test the functionality.

Anyway, to ensure that the USB X.25 card does not divide a 150 byte
message into two the maximum packet size is set to 256 bytes in the driver
configuration.

7.6.3 The checksum issue

Most readers probably understand that the way to calculate the checksum
described in section “Checksum calculation” is not even close to be the
fastest way to calculate. I have chosen two different approaches which are
described below.

At the sender side I have implemented the checksum calculation so that it
becomes easy to trace it back to the definition. I have done this to show that
I have understood the concept of checksum calculation. As the customer
wanted the checksum to be calculated in the same way as existing systems
at SAAB, certain details had to be taken into account.

First, due to the other systems running on UNIX, we had to have another
initial value than 0xFFFF in the starting register. The value was found out
to be 0x84CF. Secondly, we had to reflect (bit swap) all the bytes because
UNIX sees the rightmost bit as msb.

At the receiver side I chose to implement the checksum calculation with a
table driven solution. This because time is essential at the receiver side. The
concept of the table driven solution is that many divisions with the
corresponding remainder of the polynomial described in Checksum
calculation can be pre-calculated. Then the algorithm will index the table
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depending on what remainder is desired. The entire process from the
definition to the table driven solution is described in [30].

7.6.4 Link program locking issue

The program uses an external program to check the link status. It turned out
that this program tended to lock itself now and then. The reason showed to
be that x25mgr (the name of the program) tried to lay hands on the link
(handled by the winsock API) that another program or resource already was
in control of. The problem will not appear if, for example, no browser is
running at the same time as the program.

I have tried to solve the problem through the source code of the link
program, but this is not easy as I then would have to kill the browser
window. Obviously this option is not the best answer to the problem and
will not be used.

7.7 Module design

This section will cover the modules constituting the entire system.

7.7.1 Design of the sender side

The module design can be seen in Figure 14. As the program is pretty
straightforward, so is the design.

Figure 14 Module design for sender side.
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The sender side has four main tasks to perform. These are described in
order of execution:

7.7.1.1 Getting information to include in the call request packet.

The call request packet that must be sent to the radio to establish the svc
has to contain some information. This info is first checked for errors and
then stored for later use.

7.7.1.2 Getting the message sequence.

The message sequence to be transmitted has to be checked for errors, and a
checksum has to be calculated on all user data.

7.7.1.3 Deliver the messages to the radio

A Call request packet containing info gathered in 7.7.1.1 is being sent
followed by all the messages. Those will be sent to the radio if the sequence
is not interrupted (the user can press stop or disconnect).

7.7.1.4 Print everything to a log

The program will log both to the file on the hard drive and to the sent
messages screen.

7.7.2 Design of the receiver side

The module design can be seen in Figure 15. As the program is pretty
straightforward, so is the design.
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Figure 15 Module design for receiver side.

The receiver side has four main tasks to perform. These are described in
order of execution:

7.7.2.1 Getting information to include in the call request packet.

The call request packet that must be sent to the radio to establish the svc
has to contain some information. This info is first checked for errors and
then stored for later use.

7.7.2.2 Receive the messages from the radio

A Call request packet containing info gathered in 7.7.1.1 is being sent.
Then the program will receive messages if the sender side is sending. Those
will be received from the radio if the sequence is not interrupted (the user
can press disconnect).

7.7.2.3 Print everything to a log

The program will log both to the file on the hard drive and optionally
(operators choice) to the screen.
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8 Evaluation
This chapter presents the evaluation methods and the results from the
evaluation of the two different programs. A discussion is presented, as well
as ideas for improvements and future work.

8.1 The test bed

The purpose of the test bed was to provide the means to perform
measurements on and evaluate the constructed programs in a realistic
environment. The complete test-bed concept is shown in Figure 16 and the
actual test bed is shown in Appendix D.

Figure 16 The test bed concept.

The laptop computer operating as the monitor through the DLA/M2 was an
Intel Pentium IV, 1.6 GHz unit with 512 MB of RAM. The sender laptop
was an Intel Pentium III, 850 MHz unit with 256 MB of RAM. The last
laptop, the receiver, was an AMD Sempron, 1.6 GHz unit with 768 MB of
RAM. All three laptops had Windows XP with Service Pack 2.

The DLA/M2 is a HDLC device which can send, receive and monitor. This
device showed to be somewhat unreliable (in certain configurations) but
was very suitable when controlling the different requirements concerning
time.

8.2 The test plan and the system test specification

To be able to call the constructed programs “real programs” instead of
prototypes, I needed to have a test plan and system test specification
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approved by SAAB. These can be seen in the test plan [26] and the system
test specification [25]. Those documents will help SAAB verify that every
requirement has been tested according to the SAAB standard.

8.2.1 Focus in the System test specification

When a program is very informative, it is said that it has been done with
both suspenders and belt. This level is what I have tried to achieve as it
minimises the risks of system failure.

As seen in the system test specification, many tests are focused on GUI.
The GUI is a place where most things can go wrong if not taken care of. An
example of what I have tried to prevent the operator from doing, is typing
in other letters and digits than 0 to 9 and A B C D E F in a field where only
hex digits and letters can be typed.

Another example, not connected to the GUI, is that the program will
attempt to re-establish the link if it is broken. The log (both on screen and
on file) will show that a link was broken and thus how many restart
attempts have been made.

There is a risk that the operator will not configure the radios as needed. I
will try to minimize this risk with a descriptive screen in the beginning of
the programs.

8.2.2 Test results

Before the actual testing had begun I identified a problem that made the
receiving radio to restart itself. The problem occurred when:

26. I was sending with 900 bit/s (150 ms between every message that
contained 15 bytes).

27. The received screen had logged around 400 to 450 messages.

We came to the conclusion that the receipt coming from the computer was
around 200 ms delayed which of course was too long. This should in the
normal case be around 10 ms.

The solution to the problem was that I reduced the number of shown
messages on the screen from 500 to 100. The reason why this worked is
simple: Creating a new row in a window costs more in resources (time)
than just changing the text in an existing one, and thus the delay
disappeared.

Another rather strange behaviour by the radio was that it does not discard
the link if the user data has an odd number of hex letters (i.e. odd number
of nibbles or a half byte), but just stops answering on messages, i.e. RR
frames are still being sent.
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8.2.2.1 System test

When performing the tests, as specified in the system test specification,
some minor problems have been revealed that I had forgotten to implement
which are elaborated in [27]. These problems were, however, not hard to
correct at a later stage.

8.2.2.2 Acceptance test

The customer and the programmer participated together in an acceptance
test. In this test there were no discrepancies between the Requirements
specification and the actual implementation, i.e. the customer was very
pleased with the work.

8.3 Discussion

When I look back at the work I have done I realise that I have been both
lucky and unlucky.

8.3.1 Why are you feeling lucky Albin?

No 1. When the customer and I first sat down and tried to contact the radio
through a DLA/M2 we noticed that the radio was a DTE. Solving this
problem (so that communication with the radio was possible) with the
DLA/M2 was to set the DLA/M2 to be a DCE with switched addresses.
This means that the DLA/M2 physically was a DTE but on the link level
(LAPB) a DCE.

When the Farsync cards arrived I was very nervous that I would not be able
to establish a link with the radio. But as it turned out the card could be
configured to be a DCE.

No 2. As the reader probably knows, Java is very resource consuming. One
thing mentioned in section “Test results” was caused by this Java issue but
could be fixed by showing less elements on screen at a time. If it would
turn out that also the calculations and the sending claimed too much
resources, I would probably be forced to rewrite the programs using C#.

Rewriting in C# would not be a big problem but would probably take
valuable time from the test phase.

No 3. Lucky when unlucky. At first it was meant that I would create one
program on one computer. This was changed due to a shortcoming in the
Farsync driver. However, if I had tried to implement everything as one
program, a pretty distinct problem would probably arise.

If the program was to send data very quickly (say 900 bit/s), I would
probably not be able to read the message, calculate the checksum and log to
both file and screen before the next message should be sent. The result
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would be that I would send less than 900 bit/s and that the crucial stress test
could not be performed (900 bit/s is the LvMÅDS specification).

8.3.2 Why are you feeling unlucky Albin?

No1. As the first CI-RAPs were not a fully tested product there have been
some flaws identified. This means that it is very hard, when developing
software, to know if it is your own fault or the hardware’s fault when
something crashes. However, in the end we received a number of CI-RAPs
model 2 that, together with the system, did not crash.

8.4 Future work

There was some potential development that had to be omitted from this
thesis, mainly because of lack of time. Some ideas for future development
are presented here.

8.4.1 Improvements

There are many things I would like to implement but these are the primary
ones:

8.4.1.1 Setting radio settings from computer

As described earlier the settings on the radio must be done by the operator
with the help of my descriptive screens. A thing to implement in the future
is to give the radio the right commands so that it makes the necessary
configuration steps itself.

This can be done for all steps except configuration concerning RAPTSNO
(the TS 9000 net number) and RAPID (the unique id that the radio has in
the net). These will always be required to put in manually

8.4.1.2 Statistics

It would be nice to have graphs of recent tested radios. These would show
how the radios are performing in general. This would probably be easy to
implement as values from previous tested radios are being logged already.

8.4.2 Porting

As the programs are written in java, porting them would probably not be
difficult. As mentioned before, the Farsync X.25 card has drivers for Linux
too so porting to Linux would probably be quite easy. Testing the system
on Linux could hence be a future task.

As I did not have access to two laptops with Windows Vista, this has not
been tested. The driver will, according to Farsite, work on the Windows
Vista platform as well, so such a testing will probably be done in the future.
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The card does not have any drivers for Macintosh thus as long as Farsite
does not produce any, the system will not be able to run on two Macintosh
laptops.
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Appendix A
Here the most used packet types are explained [14]. A Call Request packet
is sent when a DTE wants to establish a connection.
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A Call accepted packet is returned from a DTE and a virtual circuit is
created
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The X.121 Address format is used in the calling address field in the call
request and call accept packet. This address format can be considered at as
a type of phone number where the first digits decides the country and the
last ones DTE and subroutine [5].
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Appendix B
This is a description of the RS-232 pins. The most commonly used signals
are shown in bold [3].
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Appendix C
The Prompt screen:

The Radio Info screen:
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The Main screen:

The Sent Messages screen:
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The Received Messages screen:
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Appendix D
The actual test bed.
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